28mm tabletop wargame set in a post
apocalytpic world of car combat

Foreword
Thank you for taking a look at our Quick-Start rules packet! We really appreciate you taking the time to try
out our game and labor of love. We sincerely hope that if you enjoy this, you will be interested in taking a look
at buying our full rulebook and upcoming supplements. Even if not, we are still really glad you decided to give
this a look and genuinely hope you will enjoy playing this as much as we enjoyed putting it together.
You will notice on the reference cards included at the end of the rules several rules and concepts that have no
bearing on the limited rules presented here in this packet. That is because we do hope you will be interested in
the full rules and as such wanted you to be able to continue using the handy reference cards included here
even after you jump off the deep end into the full world of Blood and Rust!
Sincerely, the Blood and Rust development team!
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Basic Principles
Dice
Blood and Rust uses multiple different dice
in game. The most common is a 10 sided
die known as D10, a six sided die known as
D6, and a 3 sided die known as D3. A D3 is not a
common type of die, however, and most people very
likely don’t have one unless they are avid role-players
for very specific systems. The best way to handle this is
to roll D6 & simply count 1-2 = 1, 3-4 = 2, 5-6 = 3.
Direction
Sometimes you will need to determine a random
direction in Blood and Rust. There is no complicated
chart or specific die for this. Instead, we use a very
simple method of rolling a D10 & seeing which way the
upper tip is pointing. This is the direction indicated.
Difficulty Tests
Blood and Rust uses a Difficulty system where a
specified Difficulty needs to be achieved either via a
dice roll or a combination of dice roll and skill value
combination. For example Skaar needs to achieve a
Difficulty 5 Drive test or go out of control and has a
Drive skill of 2. He rolls D10 & gets a 7. He then adds his
Drive value of 2 to this to get a 9. He has passed. Any
time a natural 10 is rolled on
D10 it is an automatic success.

Actions and skills.
Unless specified otherwise, any Difficulty test is a
default Difficulty of 5 before any modifiers are applied.
Measuring
Blood and Rust uses inches to measure because, as a
game written in America, this is the most common form
of measurement in the country and as such the most
readily available measuring devices. When measuring
for movement, begin measuring at the front or leading
edge of the model (in the case of vehicles) or base (in
the case of figures or flying vehicles like gyrocopters)
then move the model up to the desired distance, ending
it with the front or leading edge within that limit. When
checking for range with a weapon carried by a figure,
measure from the leading edge of the base to the
closest base edge of the target model. When firing from
a vehicle such as shooting a weapon out a window,
measure from the closest opening in the vehicle model
to the shooter. When firing a vehicle-mounted weapon
measure from the actual mount of the weapon, not the
muzzle. If the weapon lacks a clear or obvious mount
then measure from the center of the weapon itself.
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Terrain Types
Blood and Rust doesn’t NEED any fancy terrain. A lot of
the games will just be a straight length of open road
with vehicles racing along “trading paint” as the
NASCAR drivers say. To accommodate this we had
special mats made for Blood and Rust that were then
cut into 6” wide by 3’ long strips to lay over whatever
we had available at the time. Another good solution for
this is to simply draw up your own on paper and lay
them out or buy a roll of the very cool road tape which
comes in 2 scales one that works with the matchbox
scale cars and one that works with larger vehicles.
Ultimately you will want a 4’x6’ playing surface when
possible to accommodate the greater speeds of the
vehicles in Blood and Rust.
Silhouettes
Blood and Rust uses a true line of sight system but
instead of punishing players for making dynamic or
interestingly posed figures, it has silhouettes that depict
the average size and volume of a figure. When checking
line of sight simply place the silhouette behind the
target figure and look from the firing figure. A silhouette
for a normal person is approximately 1” wide x 1.5” tall
while a silhouette for a feralman or a doggie-di is about
1” wide x 1” tall.
Initiative
At the start of every turn each player rolls D10 &
compares the result. The highest gets the first
activation.
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Foostloggers

Activation
A player nominates a vehicle or a single footslogger to
activate then completes all actions with them.
A vehicle doesn’t activate itself, rather the models
assigned to it activate as a group. The driver always
activates first, followed by the rest of the models on the
vehicle. This means that any weapons, boarding, etc.
will be effected by the results of any driving actions
taken.
Once this is done, play passes to the other player who
then activates a group, vehicle, or a single character.

Moving Around on Two Feet
Not an ideal way to travel, sometimes there is little
choice. A model may move up to its Sp value in inches
for every Action it allocates to movement. This is a
normal, cautious, walking speed without any
restrictions.

Ties
Except in specific circumstances, a tie will always favor
the attacker. This is to represent the harsh reality that is
the wasteland where life is short and brutal.

Action
Shoot a ranged weapon
Aim
Sprint/Charge 2x Sp+D6
Melee Action
Crawl up to ½ Sp (when prone)
Walk up to full Sp
Climb
Stand up
Vehicular Attack
Vehicular Maneuver
Mount/Dismount Vehicle

Footslogger Profile
Models all have 6 basic stats. Big Dogs and special
models have an additional, 7th stat but for the
quickstart rules we’ll only touch on the basic ones as
they are what make up the profile.
Sp – (Speed) how far a model can move in an action
AG – (Agility) how nimble a model is
RS – (Ranged Skill) how well they shoot ranged weapons
M – (Melee) how well they fight in close combat
D – (Drive) how good they are behind the wheel
R – (Resiliency) how much of a beating they can take
before going OLL (Out Like a Light)

Actions
A model automatically gets 2 Actions in a turn. This can
be increased or decreased by certain special rules or
situations.
# of Actions
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1*

Sprinting – a model may elect to sprint by spending 2
Actions to move double its Sp value plus D6 in inches.
Charge – works exactly the same as Sprint but the
model must end in base contact (or within Melee range)
of an enemy model or vehicle. It then gets a single free
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Melee Attack Action against the designated target of
the Charge.
Jump – a models Sp+AG in inches is the maximum
horizontal distance it may jump such as between
vehicles or across a gap. This is a single Action to do so
and may be combined with a Walk Action or it may be
followed up with a Melee Attack Action but it does not
count as a charge.
Jumping across a gap is not a guaranteed success. The
Difficulty of the jump is equal to the distance in inches
leapt. For example a model with a Sp of 4 and an AG of
5 can jump 9” gaps. However, a 9” gap means it is a
Difficulty of 9 to achieve or the model will fall (Falling
will be addressed in the full rules).
Entering/Exiting a Vehicle – If done as part of a move
action it does not take any actions to enter or exit a
vehicle (hence why a model can leap from one to
another as part of that action). However, if a model
simply wants to disembark for whatever reason but not
move it may do so by spending an Action.

Footsloggers and Combat
Shooting
Weapon Profiles
A ranged weapon profile looks like this:
It has the following pieces of information on it:
Weapon Name – pretty self-explanatory here
Range – how far, in inches, it can shoot
Dam – how much damage it does per shot
RoF – rate of fire, how many times it can shoot per
Action spent
Special Rules – anything you need to know about it not
included in the above information.
Check Line of Sight to target using a Footslogger
Silhouette.
Check for Cover – if at least 50% of the silhouette is
obscured then the shot is -2 to the roll, if less than 50%
but there is still intervening terrain that is not being
touched by the shooter’s base -1 to the roll.
Roll to hit – Roll D10, add shooter’s RS value, apply any
modifiers. A roll of 1 is a flub and jams the weapon,
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meaning the model must spend an Action to unjam it
before it may be fired again. This can be in addition to
reloading. If a weapon has RoF of more than 1, roll all
the shots together. It is possible more than one can jam.
If this happens, the weapon has broken and cannot be
used any longer this game. It will require a tinkerer fix it
between games (see After Action). If a natural 10 is
rolled it automatically hits and will break the target’s
armor if not dodged (meaning not only does the model
not get to use its armor to reduce the Dam of the shot,
should it survive, it no longer has the armor for the
duration of the game).
Roll to Dodge – the target may now attempt to Dodge
the successful hit. The target rolls D10, and adds its AG.
This may be modified by certain skills, abilities, or
conditions, such as being Prone. A roll of a 1 is a flub
meaning the model loses its next activation. A natural
10 means that the model is able to not only Dodge the
shot but it also does not get Knocked Prone if it was a
Firearm and may move up to its Sp in inches. If the
Dodge roll result is higher than the Shoot roll result
then the target model successfully dodged the shot.
Knocked Prone – any weapon with the rule Firearm will
knock the intended target Prone on a hit even if it is
dodged. This is because at best one can usually only
hope to roll with a shot or hit the deck rather than
sidestep it or pull some kind of ridiculous acrobatics
(see Prone special rule).
Check Armor – Compare the Dam of the weapon to the
AR of the target. Any Dam greater than the AR will carry
over and reduce the model’s Res.
Aiming – Most weapons are too inaccurate to be aimed
or they often even lack sights. Only weapons that have
Aim special rule may be aimed. An Aim Action must be
declared by the shooter and costs a single Action. It
reduces the RoF to 1 if it was higher. Aim boosts the RS
by 1 and ignores the less than 50% cover bonus. Melee
Combat
To fight a model in melee they must be within 1” of
each other unless they have a weapon with Reach.
The attacker must use a charge action in order to move
into Melee. Once in Melee the attacker gets a single
attack, as part of the Charge action to represent
bullrushing in.
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Making an Attack:
To make an attack a model rolls D10 and adds its M
value and any applicable modifiers. An attack roll of a
natural 1 always fails. In addition any melee weapon
used for the attack breaks. A natural roll of 10 always
succeeds and may not be parried.
The defender may then attempt to Parry by rolling D10
and adding its M and any applicable modifiers. A parry
roll of a natural 1 always fails, in addition the defender
trips and falls prone (if it survives). A parry roll of a
natural 10 always succeeds and grants a counter-attack.
This is handled exactly like an attack except that no
modifiers are applied to the Difficulty or to the results
of the roll. Yes this can result in a chain of counterattacks if both players are extremely lucky on their
Parry rolls.
Damage:
Just like with shooting compare the Dam of the weapon
to the AR of the target. Any Dam greater than the AR
will carry over and reduce the model’s Res. Models that
are unarmed with no special skills always do a single
Dam in melee. Armor can block this. If the attacker
doubles the defender’s score when unarmed the Dam is
irresistible & so bypasses armor.
Taking Damage
Once the model’s Res has been exceeded the model is
Out Like a Light (OLL). Lay the model on its side, face
down. For all intents and purposes the model is dead
unless there happens to be a friendly Sawbones around.
If a model suffers any additional damage after going OLL
this is automatically applied with no chance to dodge or
parry. The model is then dead & does not roll for injury.
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Vehicle Rules

Movement
To Move a vehicle requires the model assigned as Driver
to spend a single Action.

A vehicle may move in reverse at up to full Cruise speed
but does not gain any bonuses for Fast, Nitrous, or the
engine(s) it has.

Speed Bands
A vehicle can typically move one of four Speed Bands.
They are as follows:

Turns
A vehicle may make a turn at any
point during, before, or after its
movement. This is part of the
movement Action and does not
take another Action to perform but
must be declared after the Speed
Band is chosen and marked.

Speed Band
Stop
Crawl
Cruise
Wide Open

Speed Range
0”
Up to 6”
7-12”
13-24”

Turns
None
1x90 or 2x45
1x45
None

This is announced either at the start of the driving
character’s activation as part of a move action or it may
be announced at the end of the movement such as
declaring that the vehicle will be stopping after moving
at a crawl.
This is the only exception and is in order to allow the
driver to take an additional action should he/she see fit.
The speed band should be tracked on a vehicle’s roster
sheet.
A vehicle may begin the game at any Speed Band the
owner prefers, usually, however some scenarios may
specify otherwise. A vehicle may only accelerate or
decelerate by 1 Speed Band per turn so if it was at a
Stop it may move up to a Crawl at that maximum speed
and viceversa.
However, it may not ordinarily skip a speed band either
up or down.

Facings
When firing at a vehicle it is important to determine
what facing is being shot at it.
Large Target
All vehicles confer an automatic +1 RS bonus when
being targeted by Ranged Weapons.
Armor
Vehicular armor automatically blocks the first Dam
points from an attack up to the AR of the facing hit. Any
Dam that exceeds this AR value inflict that number of
CP on the target.
Damage
When a vehicle reaches 0 CP it is wrecked.
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Vehicular Combat
A Driver may declare a Vehicular Attack Action. This is a
1 Action and may be done before or after moving,
although it is often preferable to do it after moving.
Sideswipe
Dam 1
+1 to the Attacker roll for each vehicle going Wide Open
Attacker
Side AR of facing side +D Skill of driver + D10
Defender
Side AR of facing side +D Skill of driver + D10
Compare scores, higher inflicts DAM
Rear End
Dam 2
+1 to the Attacker roll for each Speed Band the attacker
is faster than defender
Attacker
Front AR +D skill +1 if Wide Open +D10
Defender
Rear AR + D skill + D10
Compare scores, higher inflicts DAM. The attacking
vehicle is automatically reduced to the same Speed
Band as the target vehicle. Additionally, the target
vehicle is moved forward 1” per speed band that the
attacker was faster.
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The End –
So that’s the end of the actual rules. You may be wondering “so why would I want to buy the
full rules, then?” Well that’s very simple, actually. Not only do the full rules include more
weapons and character types, it also includes vehicle design rules, a bunch of scenarios,
weather, extra combat rules like called shots, more vehicle on vehicle attacks, rules for
boarding and attacking vehicles in hand to hand, terrain, vehicle special maneuvers, etc. So
please, do consider buying our full rulebook. But even if you don’t, thanks for reading this. We
hope you enjoy this as much as we did creating it!
On the next few pages you’ll see 3 linked scenarios & 2 sample crews you can print and play
with using whatever models you have on hand. You will need: a car, a driver, a dog, 3
motorcycles, and 3 riders as well as a 3x3 area to play on. You may wish to go larger after the
first scenario and that is fine. But if not, 3x3 will work fine for the quickstart rules.
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Demo Scenario 1 – The Vultures Circle
After thinking he had gotten clear for long enough to rest and recuperate briefly, Hardhat has
allowed himself a few moments of sleep. That was a mistake. Awakened by the barking of
Dingo, he is alerted to the approaching drone of motorcycle engines. The Nutjobs found him
after all, and they’re still sore about the last run in. 3 on 1 with limited visibility and room to
maneuver is not a good look. Time to get to the Rustang and clear out!
Table Size: 2x2
Game Length: 8 turns
Scenario Type: On site (Intro)
Objective:
Hardhat – escape.
Nutjobs – prevent Hardhat escaping
Setup:
Layout a 2x2 area of mostly dense terrain,
be it rubble, rocks, woods, etc. with a 6”x6”
clear area at opposing corners. The hardhat
player chooses one of these as the camp
and the other as the hiding spot for the
Rustang.

Deploy Hardhat and
Dingo in the camp
area anywhere
within the 6”. Do
the same for the
Rustang in its
corner.
The Nutjobs will move on dismounted from
a random edge in a 6”x6” block shown on
the diagram. They will literally move onto
the table using appropriate action(s) to do
so on the start of their turn. If they
encounter the Rustang they will ignore it. In
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the darkness and it covered with detritus
they don’t know that it’s worth messing
with. Especially not when their prey lurks
somewhere ahead. Armed, but hopefully
unaware.
Hardhat and Dingo have initiative for turn 1.
They have to be inside the Rustang or in
contact with it by the end of turn 8 or lose
the scenario.
Modifications:
In a campaign game - if Hardhat is taken
OLL and does not die he is considered
captured and the rules for such from the
core rules are applied. Dingo will have to be
OLL as well or Hardhat will escape as the
dog will defend him till the end.
Full game – instead of an intro this can be
played as a full scenario with an entire party
trying to get to their vehicles. Set it up as
normal but use a 4x4 table using 12”x12”
sections instead. Increase game length to
variable with 10 turns being guaranteed.
Victory – if more than 50% of the fleeing
party escapes their side wins.
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Demo Scenario 2 “On the Road Again”
Hardhat and Dingo made good their getaway and are now trying to put some miles between
them and the Nutjobs before they realize what happened. That’s seeming like a pretty
monumental task though. The Rustang is fast, but it has limited fuel compared to those bikes
that seem to have bottomless tanks. The only hope is to get enough distance fast enough to be
able to hide somewhere. Or take them out.
Table Size: 2x4 (4x4, 4x6 is best)
Game Length: 6 turns
Scenario Type: Open Highway
Objective:
Hardhat – escape (see below) or all the
Nutjobs have been moved off the bottom
edge of the table.
Nutjobs – stop hardhat from getting off the
table
Setup:
Place an 8” wide section of road going
straight up the center of the table short
edge to short edge. Intersperse any other
desired terrain items both on the road and
around the board but don’t go too heavy, it
will need to be moved every turn.
Both players should help set this up and
each player may move a single piece up to
6” in any direction after all terrain is placed.

At the end of every turn everything on the
board is moved 12” toward the “bottom”
short edge. Vehicles into contact with the
table edge must get at least 12” away from
the table edge on their next turn or they’re
out of the game. Footsloggers moved off
the table in this way are out of the game.
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TEMPLATES
The following are templates to print and use for line of sight and turning your vehicles. We will offer these for
sale in either plastic or MDF later on. But for now these will get you started.

Dingo Silhouette
1” wide 1” tall

Footslogger silhouette
1” wide 1” tall

Prone Silhouette
1” wide .5” tall

Vehicle Turning Template

Drive, Willful,

Hard Hat

2

Leather MR 1 RR 1
ARMOR
Immune to sharp

Smarts

ENGINE: BIG BOSS

Sp

+1” TO MAXIMUM
SPEEDS, +1 LOCK ‘EM UP

AG

RS

M

D

R

CHASSIS: COUPE
CHASSIS POINTS

PISTOL

Range 1 Dam 1
RoF 1

CLEAVER
Reach - Dam 1

Special:
Firearm, Sharp

CP

20

15

46
NONE
SPECIAL -

SPECIAL:
SHARP

JUNK
SKILLS

RANGE

DAM

RoF

Drive - model ignores all Difficulty modifiers when taking Drive actions
Willful – may grant a single re-roll once per turn to any model within 6”
attempting any skill tests.
Smarts -Gains Precision Focus. May also attempt to steal enemy vehicles

FRONT RAM - +1 DAM to RAM attacks. Counts as heavy armor
Nitrous – move +D6” per charge used

LICENSE: PERMISSION GRANTED TO PHOTOCOPY AND PRINT FOR PRIVATE USE AND PUBLIC EXHIBITION. NOT FOR RESALE. MAY BE PRINTED AT FOR PROFIT
BUSINESS WITHOUT CHALLENGE TO OWNERSHIP

Willful,

Warlord

1

Leather MR 1 RR 1
ARMOR
Immune to sharp

Berserker

ENGINE: V-Twin

Sp

FUEL EFFICIENT

AG

RS

M

D

R

CHASSIS: Single Seat
CHASSIS POINTS

Range 4 Dam 3
RoF 1

SHOTGUN

CHOPPER
Reach - Dam 2

Special:
Firearm, Reload (1),
Spread 3”

CP

8

35

1
NONE
SPECIAL -

SPECIAL:

JUNK
SKILLS

RANGE

DAM

Nitrous – move +D6” per charge used

RoF

Berserker – gains an attack or a charge action for free if it successfully causes
unparried damage on another model in melee.
Willful – May grant a single re-roll once per turn to any friendly model within 6”
attempting any skill tests.

Firearm - automatically knocks the target Prone even if
Dodge is successful
Reload (1) –must be reloaded after 1 shot
Spread (3”) – any models within 3” must dodge or be hi

LICENSE: PERMISSION GRANTED TO PHOTOCOPY AND PRINT FOR PRIVATE USE AND PUBLIC EXHIBITION. NOT FOR RESALE. MAY BE PRINTED AT FOR PROFIT
BUSINESS WITHOUT CHALLENGE TO OWNERSHIP

Kamikaze

Leaper

1

ENGINE: V-Twin

Sp

FUEL EFFICIENT

AG

ARMOR
RS

M

D

R

CHASSIS: Single Seat
CHASSIS POINTS

Range * Dam 2

BOOMSTICKS (3) RoF 1

CHOPPER
Reach - Dam 2

Special:
Spread 3”, Impact,
Burns!, Single use

CP

8

8

1
NONE
SPECIAL -

SPECIAL:

JUNK
SKILLS

RANGE

DAM

Nitrous – move +D6” per charge used

RoF

Kamikaze – ignores any difficulty modifiers when leaping
between vehicles.

Spread (3”) – any models within 3” must dodge or be hit
Impact – ignores armor on vehicles
Burns! - does 1 damage even if all damage is blocked by
armor or dodged

LICENSE: PERMISSION GRANTED TO PHOTOCOPY AND PRINT FOR PRIVATE USE AND PUBLIC EXHIBITION. NOT FOR RESALE. MAY BE PRINTED AT FOR PROFIT
BUSINESS WITHOUT CHALLENGE TO OWNERSHIP

Slasher

1

ARMOR

ENGINE: V-Twin

Sp

FUEL EFFICIENT

AG

RS

M

D

R

CHASSIS: Single Seat
CHASSIS POINTS

Shiv
Reach - Dam 1

SPECIAL:
Quick

CP

8

1

1
NONE
SPECIAL -

JUNK
SKILLS

RANGE

DAM

Nitrous – move +D6” per charge used

RoF

Quick - -1 AG modifier against Parry rolls

LICENSE: PERMISSION GRANTED TO PHOTOCOPY AND PRINT FOR PRIVATE USE AND PUBLIC EXHIBITION. NOT FOR RESALE. MAY BE PRINTED AT FOR PROFIT
BUSINESS WITHOUT CHALLENGE TO OWNERSHIP

The Nose Knows,
Dog

ENGINE:

Sp

AG

ARMOR

RS

M

D

R

CHASSIS:
CHASSIS POINTS

CP

3

JUNK
SKILLS

RANGE

DAM

RoF

SPECIAL -

The Nose Knows - +1 to the D score of driver when avoiding a mine. Difficulty
-1 to find booby traps/loot.
Dog – may never drive vehicles, man weapons, or use weapons. May have
armor except for shields.
Kept around to sniff out minefields

Nitrous – move +D6” per charge used

In addition to the characters and vehicles used in the
quickstart we’ve included a blank vehicle card for you.

LICENSE: PERMISSION GRANTED TO PHOTOCOPY AND PRINT FOR PRIVATE USE AND PUBLIC EXHIBITION. NOT FOR RESALE. MAY BE PRINTED AT FOR PROFIT
BUSINESS WITHOUT CHALLENGE TO OWNERSHIP

